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Interband Optical Properties of Grain Boundaries in Germanium:
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We have measured the interband optical properties of grain boundaries by a spatial-modulation technique
which allows direct observation of the differences between the regular lattice and the grain boundary. These
results are obtained by periodic motion of the grain boundary in a bicrystal in and out of a narrow light
beam and phase-sensitive detection of the difference signal. The grain boundary is found to have an ab-
sorption edge which is broadened by the electric fields within the boundary as well as an exponential dis-
tribution of states below the direct edge. The results were independent of the tilt axis of the grain boundary
(from 4' to 25') and the data are found to be very similar to those observed for amorphous films of german-
ium. A 6 twist boundary gave identical results. While this paper is concerned with the properties of a
planar defect, we believe the method will also prove useful for the study of point defects in crystals.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE initial observation by Taylor, Odell, and I'an'
of the current blocking action of the potential

barriers at grain boundaries in n-type germanium was
followed by studies of current Qow both perpendicular'~
and parallel~' to the grain-boundary plane and the
photoelectric response of the boundary. '~" The follow-

ing are some of the important properties that have
been established by these experiments:

(i) Localized states at the grain boundary act as
acceptors, resulting in the creation of j.0~—1023 cm~
mobile holes' in the space-charge region adjacent to the
grain-boundary region.

(ii) The layer containing these localized states and
mobile holes is certainly 1000 A or less and probably
more like 100 A in thickness. 4

(iii) The acceptor character of the boundary layer is
not aBected by the type or concentration of impurities
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used to dope the bicrystal"" and is deGnitely not
associated with impurity precipitation at the boundary. "

(iv) The p-type conduction in wide-angle grain-
boundary layers shows a variation of only about a
factor of 2 in both the number of carriers and their
mobility over the temperature range 4.2—240'K. ' '

(v) Under illumination of the regions adjacent to the
grain boundary a photovoltage is developed. The photo-
voltage polarity indicates that the boundary layer is
P type.

(vi) A space charge extends out on both sides of the
grain-boundary layer to distances of the order of microns
depending on the doping of the bulk material. The
maximum electric Geld in the space-charge layer seems
to be of order 104-10' V/cm. '

Most of the electrical measurements have been carried
out on carefully grown bicrystals'4 with a simple tilt
conGgur ation.

The model employed by several investigators to ex-
plain the grain-boundary acceptor nature has been the
"dangling bond states" due to the broken covalent
bonds at each of the edge dislocations matung up a
Burgers model" of the simple tilt boundary. Although
such a model appears well established for low-angle
grain boundaries, it appears to be questionable for
medium (1'—30') angles and especially for angles
greater than 15'."Bubble-raft studies simulating tilt
boundaries in metal crystals show that as the boundary
tilt angle increases to about 15'—20', the boundary can
no longer be characterized as a dislocation array but
becomes a narrow region of lattice misGt. "Many of the
germanium bicrystal studies have been carried out on
10'-20' tilt-angle boundaries. Moreover, the covalent
bonding in germanium is highly directional in nature.
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The formation of the highly deformed bonds required
for a dislocation array model will require hybridization
with states of higher energy. Thus, more complicated
structures involving less bond deformation should be-
come energetically more favorable at low tilt angles.
Finally, the simplest dislocation array model for a pure
twist boundary is an array of screw dislocations having
no broken bonds and hence no acceptor states. 3 How-
ever, the electrical properties of pure twist boundaries
are very similar to those of pure tilt boundaries even
for angles of twist as low as 6 .

Thus, the often-employed simple dislocation array
model should be replaced by more realistic structures
like islands of lattice fit and misfit" or a plane of simply
connected voids. "Another option is one of several two-
dimensional dislocation array models. '~ In these cases
there is less deformation per bond and the acceptor
states can be attributed to unbonded orbitals at misfit
islands or voids.

Taking another point of view, Heine"" has pointed
out that at a surface of discontinuity in the crystal
potential (like a surface or grain boundary) one must
match the electron wave functions at the boundary
using an infinite set of solutions of the Schrodinger
equation. This series includes the Tamm evanescent or
surface waves of energy E which decay exponentially
away from the boundary as well as the Sloch waves of
energy E, if they exist. For some values of energy, E,
solutions may exist which are composed entirely of
evanescent waves, that is, localized states exist at the
boundary. Since the exact structure of the grain bound-
ary is uncertain and therefore the potential to be used
is unknown, it is only possible to make qualitative pre-
dictions about the energy-level diagram.

Usually optical measurements are one of the most
promising sources of data from which models of energy-
level structure can be derived. However, in the case of
bicrystals, the grain-boundary optical absorption has up
to now not been observed directly. This is due to the
fact that the atoms in the grain-boundary layer form a
very small fraction of the total number of atoms in the
region illuminated by an incident light beam. Optical
studies have been confined to measurements of photo-
response spectra. The photoresponse is a combination
of the e6ects of electron-hole pair creation in the bulk
semiconductor followed by collection of holes by the
grain boundary and perhaps also a small contribution
due to absorption processes in the grain-boundary
layer. Matare and co-workers" found that the ger-
manium grain boundary broadens the energy range of
the photoresponse as compared with other junction
devices in single crystals of the same material. From
their data, they concluded that the grain boundary
possesses a midband state which lies about 0.42 eV"¹F. Mott, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 60, 391 (1948).' P. Handler, Ann. Acad. Sci. ¹ Y. 101, 857 (1963).~ V. Heine, Surface Sci. 2, 1 (1964)."V.Heine, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 81, 200 (1963).
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FIG. 1. Bicrystal sample mount for spatial-
modulation measurements.

from one of the band edges. Lindemann and Mueller"
observed two small irregularities in bicrystal photo-
response curves at 0.745 and 0.72 eV at liquid-N2 tem-
peratures which were tentatively assigned to grain-
boundary levels.

In this paper we report measurements of the optical
absorption associated with grain boundaries in n-type
germanium in the range 1—2.5 p (0.5-0.8 eV), using
a technique which permits more direct observation of
the optical absorption of the grain-boundary layer.
The absorption can be divided into at least two con-
tributions: one due to electric field sects in the grain-
boundary space-charge layer, and the other to a
smearing out of the normal germanium fundamental
absorption edge because of the disordered nature of the
grain-boundary layer. In Sec. II the experimental tech-
niques are described in detail. In Sec. III the data are
presented and in Sec. IV they are discussed.

IL EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Spatial Modulation

The technique used to examine grain-boundary
optical absorption is illustrated in Fig. 1. A monochro-
matic light beam was focused into a rectangular shape
0.3X3.0 mm' on the front surface of the bicrystal sample
having mirror-polished front and back surfaces. The bi-
crystal was mounted in turn between two Clevite bender
bimorphs wired to move together when an ac voltage
at frequency fo is applied to them. The bimorphs are in
turn mounted on a motor-driven platform so that the
relative position of the grain-boundary plane and light
beam can be varied. If the grain-boundary region has
optical absorption greater (or less) than the surrounding
single-crystal germanium material, a very small ac
modulation of the transmitted light, M, occurs when
the motion is such that the grain-boundary region
periodically moves in and out of the light beam. The
transmitted light is focused on a PbS detector which is
connected to a PAR HR-8 lock-in amplifier operating
at a frequency 2fo Detection at t.he second harmonic is
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used to eliminate mechanical and electrical pickup
problems.

Simultaneously, the total transmitted light I was
also measured using a light chopper and a second lock-in

amplifier operating at a diferent frequency. The ratio
was taken using logarithmic conversion. Figure 2 shows
a block diagram of the apparatus. The monochromator
used was a Perkin-Elmer 2j.o with a Sylvania sun gun
lamp and a Kodak PbS detector.

In Fig. 3 a recording of the lU' signal detected at the
second harmonic as a vibrating bicrystal sample was
moved slowly through the light beam is presented. The
peak shown locates the grain boundary. Data on the
spectral dependence of grain-boundary optical proper-
ties was taken with the sample positioned at this peak.
The other oscillations seen on this scan were repeatable
in successive scans and are probably coming from in-
phase signals produced by diffuse scattering (or
absorption) of radiation by minute imperfections on the
surface or in the bulk. These signals constitute the
background and thus limit the sensitivity of the
measurements.

In order to keep the aforementioned background as
small as possible, the front and back surfaces were
polished to a mirror finish using 6-, 1-, and ~-p, diamond
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FIG. 4. (a) Cross section of bicrystal showing geometry of light

beam when both light beam and grain boundary are normal to
crystal surfaces. (b) Parallel bundle of light rays cutting grain-
boundary plane at angle Is!.
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pastes and a Buehler Vibroment automatic polishing
machine. Klectropolishing could not be used since it
tended to etch a groove at the grain boundary, "making
it a source of diffuse scattering of radiation at the
surfaces.

The geometry of these measurements is an important
consideration in their interpretation. As illustrated in
Fig. 4(a), only a small portion of the light beam actually
goes through the grain-boundary region of thickness r.
Moreover, the incoming rays which go through the
grain-boundary region make rather large angles with
the normal to the grain-boundary plane.
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In order to relate the measured values of AI and I to
the absorption properties of the grain-boundary region,
it is easiest to look first at all rays which make an angle
8 with grain-boundary plane as shown in Fig. 4(b).
The rays which pass through the grain-boundary region
(xr to x2) fall into two catagories: those which pass
entirely through the region during the whole cycle of
motion (between rays B and C) and those which pass
through it (between A and B and also between C and D)
for only a portion of the cycle of motion. It is convenient
to take the latter rays in pairs like A' and C'.

The normalized change in transmitted intensity
produced when the grain boundary is in the light beam
consisting entirely of rays at angle 8 is

Boundary
angle
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type

4' tilt
6'13' twist

12' tilt
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approximation of Eq. (3), Eq. (2) becomes

t
L&a(x))—n]dx sec8.

&Ii, W.,
(4)

where W is the width of the light beam. The factors in
brackets represent the fraction of the (assumed uni-
form) light beam in regions BC and AB, CD, respec-
tively LFig. 4(b)j. The above expression can be put
into the following form:

Integrating over all the angles in the beam gives

t (n(x)) njdx—=&&an»r (5.)

~ DI~ f, tan8
exp—

E I )g W

*' (&n(*))-n)
Cx —1

sintI

o. x —n

)
dx

I

—1

Thus, the (averaged over grain-boundary region) differ-
ence in absorption coeScient between normal bulk
semiconductor and grain-boundary region is measured
by taking the measured ratio DI/I at each photon
energy.

B. Electrical Modulation

( X2

X exp(— dx i-1 dx,
sin8

(2)

«da&&r

sin8

((a(x))-n)
dx«1,

sin&
(3)

then the above expression can be simplified by expand-
ing the exponentials and keeping only the linear terms
in «ha)). Using reasonable values of ((Da)) and r one
can show that in the spectral region of interest
(&An))x&10 2. For the grain-boundary layer r=10 6

cm and the greatest value of ((hn)) would be 10' cm '.~
Thus, if sin8 is kept greater than 10, the expansion is
valid. By cutting the samples so that no ray goes through
the boundary region at angles less than 1' or by
rotating the sample to accomplish the same end, this
condition can be reasonably well satisfied. Using the

~ T. P. McLean, Progr. Semicond. 5, 53 {2960).

where x is the coordinate normal to the grain-boundary
plane, (a(x)) is absorption coefficient of a narrow slab
of the grain-boundary region located at position x and
averaged over the plane normal to x, and finally a is
the bulk germanium absorption coeKcient. If the
arguments of the exponentials are small, that is, if

A second technique which was employed was elec-
trical modulation by which dc and ac biases were
applied across the grain-boundary e-p-n structure
through Ohmic contacts to the n regions. These biases
should lead to changes in the electric fields in the space-
charge layers and therefore to variations in grain-
boundary absorption. The eGect has already been ex-
tensively studied in germanium p njunct-ionsm~" and
in an electrical modulation study of the optical proper-
ties germanium surface states."The equipment used in
these measurements is very similar to that already
described in Ref. 24.

III. RESULTS OF SPATIAL MODULATION

Table I gives the physical properties of the ger-
manium bicrystals used. All were Sb-doped n-type
crystals grown by the individual or organization cited
as source. The 4', 12', and 18' tilt boundary bicrystals
and the 6'31' twist boundary bicrystals were prepared
using an oriented double seed pulling technique de-
scribed in detail by Matare and %agener. "The method

~ A. Frova and P. Handler, Phys. Rev. 137, A185/ (1965)."A. Frova, P. Handler, F. A. Germano, and D. E. Aspnes,
Phys. Rev. 145, 575 (1966)."G. Chiarotti, G. Del Signore, A. Frova, and G. Samoggia,
Nuovo Cimento 26, 403 (2962).
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of growth for the others is not known. In some cases
several samples from the same bicrystal were polished
and measured, whereas in others a large area sample
was prepared so that measurements could be made
with the light beam scanning different parts of the
same bicrystal. Both these means were used to check
reproducibility. These several measurements agreed well
as to magnitude and shape, indicating that the back-
ground signals were not producing significant errors.

Figure 5 represents the spatial-modulation data. For
the six different grain boundaries, the results are
approximately the same. There is a sharply falling ex-
ponential absorption tail directly below the direct edge
( 0.80 eV) and a less steep second exponential tail
extending from the direct edge to lower energies. Below
approximately 0.55—0.60 eV the lU signal was approxi-
mately equal to background inhornogeneities in the
volume or surface of the crystal so that the data below
these energies may be uncertain. To determine the
source of this excess absorption, a dc electrical bias was
applied to the I-p-n grain-boundary structure during
spatial modulation. Figure 6 shows the results for a tilt
as well as a twist boundary. The largest effect of chang-
ing the electric field in the space-charge region occurs
above 0.75 eV although there are some smaller oscilla-
tions in the 0.62—0.76-eV range which are related to the

indirect edge in germanium. Similar results were ob-
served for all crystals.

The exponential tail near the direct edge can then be
understood as a Franz-Keldysh effect (photon-assisted
tunneling) at the direct edge and an estimate of the
effective fields present can be made from the electrical
modulation data. The oscillation about the indirect
edge in Fig. 6 for a 16' tilt boundary are expanded in
Fig. 7 and compared with the results for a p-n junction.
The spectra agree very well in that the transition asso-
ciated with the LA phonon emission and absorption
are located at the same energies. Likewise, the same
energies for the LA and TA phonons are read from
each measurement. Similar spectra were obtained for
all other bicrystals examined by this method. Thus, it
appears that the modulation of the potential across the
sample causes modulation of the electric fields in the
space-charge layer (a region microns in width with the
bulk semiconductor band structure) leading to the mea-
sured direct and indirect electroabsorption spectra
associated with the ordered lattice. There are two dis-
cernable differences between the data taken for the two
systems. As seen in Fig. 7, the negative peaks of the
LA emission and absorption are smaller relative to the
positive peaks in the grain-boundary case. Such a trend
is toward better agreement with the line shape predicted
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by the theory of electroabsorption. ~ 25 However, one is
probably not measuring the parameter

ha(F, ~)=a(F,~) a—(0,~) (6)

measured in the p-e junction measurements, but rather

ha((F g), (Fg), tuo)

„20
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%08
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where the (F)'s represents effective fields in the grain-
boundary space-charge layer, the integratings over x
are carried out over the space-charge layer, and the
electric field distribution in the space-charge layer,
F(V(x)), may be given by solutions of Poisson's equa-
tion similar to those applied to space-charge layers at
semiconductor surfaces. ' "

The other difference involves the bias dependence of
the width of the oscillations of Fig. 7, particularly the
width marked h. Penchina's theory of indirect absorp-
tion" predicts that the width d should depend on
electric Geld as

—.08—
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GRAIN BOUNDARY —.
=4.5 VOLTS OC
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p —n JUNCTION
.95 XI04 VOLT/Cm
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FIG. 7. Electrical-modulation results for 16' germanium bi-
crystal and germanium p-n junction showing similarity of indirect
transition spectra obtained.
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In the p-n junction measurements one finds

(V+C)s,
where P is roughly q, as shown in Fig. 8, and C is the
diftusion potential. This implies

Fa (V+I)'I',
as expected for a Schottky barrier junction. For the
grain boundaries, one finds

ha (V+C)~,
.55 ~60 .65 .70
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FIG. 6. Eftect of dc bias applied across grain-boundary n-p-n
structure on spatial-modulation spectra.
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(&955).' C. M. Penchina, Phys. Rev. 138, A924 (2965).
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FIG. 8. Dependence of width of =0.69-eV oscillation on applied
potential for grain boundaries and p-n junction.
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where P=s, implying that the eRective Geld in the
grain-boundary space-charge layer goes as (F)~ (V+4).
Since one of the p-n junctions is forward biased and one
is reversed biased, the analysis will not be pursued
further.

In all the electrical modulation measurements, there
was no indication of any structure which could be
assigned to the modulation of optical transitions in-
volving the grain-boundary acceptor states.

IU. INTERPRETATION OF SPATIAL-
MODULATION DATA,

The above discussion shows that the bias-dependent
component is due to electric-field-assisted absorption in
the grain-boundary space-charge layer. In this section
we discuss the origin of the bias-independent component
which is the principal contributor to the absorption
below 0.75 eV, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The good
agreement between data from diGerent samples and
sample areas as mentioned in Sec. III indicates that
the bias-independent component is a characteristic of
the grain boundaries themselves. The most probable
explanation for this component is states below the
direct edge due to the lattice disorder. Other possibilities
include absorption or scattering by impurities segre-
gated at the boundaries, scattering by the grain layer,
and effects of acceptor states. Each of these possibilities
will be discussed.

The bias-independent absorption which we have
assigned to boundary layer absorption varies over
about 1.5 orders of magnitude in the range of our
measurements (=0.55-=0.75 eV) in roughly expo-
nential fashion. The exponential description appears
to be a more accurate description as the tilt angle is in-
creased. If we make the usual assumption that the
energy dependence of the optical absorption is governed
principally by the joint density of states, then these
measurements imply that the grain-boundary layer
joint density of states has, to a first approximation, an
exponential dependence on photon energy her below the
bulk single-crystal direct edge at 0.80 eV. An expo-
nential joint density of states follows from exponential
band edges as indicated by the following simplified
argument.

If the grain-boundary layer has conduction- and
valence-band edges which have densities of states
which are simple exponentials, then

nc(E') =&o expL (Eo E')/Bo j- —
pv(E) =Sv expL —(E—Ev)/Bvj,

where Eg and Ey are reference energies in the respective
bands. For optical transitions, energy is conserved;
therefore

E'= E+hco.

The joint density of states is then given approximately

by a convolution of the above densities which gives

p(her) =exp(ka/Bc)

under the assumptions that B~=B~ and the Fermi
function can be taken as unity for E&Ef and zero
for EQEf.

Such tails at band edges are sometimes attributed to
compression (or dilation) regions connected with a dis-
ordered atomic arrangement. Dexter has discussed the
absorption edge tails in insulating materials resulting
from compression (or dilatation) zones around isolated
edge dislocations. ~ Mott has recently presented a
review which sums up current understanding of elec-
tronic behavior in disordered materials. ' He points out
that some of the states in the band tail may be localized
and some nonlocalized with some critical energy Ez,
separating energy ranges in which states are localized
from those which are not. Below EI.the density of states
should fall oB exponentially, whereas above El, it should
increase less rapidly. These propositions are generaliza-
tions from the results of several theoretical investiga-
tions of a preliminary nature. ~

The similarity between the tail below the fundamental
edge observed in our measurements and that predicted
for disordered materials suggests that it would be
fruitful to compare these results with those obtained
on amorphous germanium. Clark" has measured optical
absorption in thin amorphous germanium films of
thickness up to 23 p. Likewise Glass~ has measured
amorphous and polycrystalline films of about 5-p, thick-
ness. Both find a simple exponential dependence of
photon energy in the range 0.6-1.0 eV of the form

a(br') = const Xexp(Puo/B),

where measured values of B are 0.14 and 0.12, respec-
tively. The measured values of a are uncertain by
10-15%.

These slopes compare with B values of 0.08 and
0.05 eV for fits of simple exponentials to the absorption
data of the 16' and 20' tilt boundaries. In addition the
magnitude of the absorption coeKcient for amorphous
germanium films is of order 5/10' —5/10' cm ' in the
range 0.6-0.8 eV. These figures are in order-of-magni-
tude agreement with the values estimated for the grain-
boundary layer absorption assuming a thickness of
100 A or less.

Furthermore, the electrical properties of grain bound-
aries and amorphous germanium are somewhat similar.
Both exhibit p-type conductivity with carrier concentra-
tions of about 10"—10" carrier/cm'. ' ~ However, the
conductivity of amorphous germanium films is strongly
temperature-dependent in contrast to the grain-bound-
ary layer. This may indicate that in the former material

"R. M. Blakney and D. L. Dexter, in Defects in Crystalline
Solids (The Physical Society, London, 1955), p. 108.

3 N. F. Mott, Advan. Phys. 16, 49 (2967).
3' A. H. Clark, Phys. Rev. 154, 750 (2967)."A. M. Glass, Can. J. Phys. 43, 1068 (296S).
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EI &El. while in the latter EJ &EI.. It should be noted
at this point that not all investigators agree on the
energy dependence of the optical absorption or on the
conductivity properties for amorphous germanium.
However, several recent studies show that the summary
given above is basically correct, and that differences in
optical properties may depend on preparation differ-
ences~ and differences in conductivity may depend on
variations of evaporation rate, aging, and annealing
history. "

It is difBcult to make definite statements from this
comparison with amorphous germanium, a material
which itself has not been well characterized either ex-

perimentally or theoretically. Nevertheless, we are
impressed by the similarities between the grain-bound-
ary-layer optical and electrical properties and those of
the various amorphous films previously studied. The
extent of this correspondence suggests that the "band
structures" of these two materials are similar; namely,
exponential densities of states into the energy gap away
from the conduction- and valence-band edges as mell as
localized, intrinsic acceptor states close to (or within)
the valence band which trap about 10" cm ' electrons
in equilibrium at room temperature.

A. Scattering from the Boundary

The grain-boundary layer has a thickness of order
10' A. The measured values of ((Aa))r in the region
where the bias-independent absorption predominates
range from 10 to 10 '. Hence ((ha)) is of order 10'—
10' cm '. Furthermore, a for the single-crystal regions
varies from 0 at 0.60 eV to 90 cm ' at 0.75 eV while

((ha)) ranges from about 10' cm ' at 0.60 eV to about
10' cm ' at 0.75 eV. Thus, we see that we can put

and underestimate non by less than 10%.
The attenuation coeKcient for a substance is com-

posed generally of two contributions: scattering out of
the transmitted light beam and absorption

&=+statt+&sbs ~

We must first consider whether the measured grain
boundary ((M))r is a result of scattering by the grain-
boundary layer. The wavelengths of light used here
are of order i p, whereas the characteristic spacing d
for any periodic variation of properties along the grain
boundary (as in a dislocation array or fit-misfit model)
is of order 100 A. Thus, since X))tE, diffraction makes no
contribution to a„,~t because the boundary layer

gg R. Grigorovici, A. Devenji, and E. Teleman, in Proceedings
of the International Conference on Semicondgctors, Paris, 1964
(Academic Press Xnc., New York, 1964), p. 423.

J. Wales, G. J. Lovitt, and R. A. Hill, Thin Solid Films 1, 137
(1967).

g' P. A. Walley and A. K. Jonscher, Thin Solid Films 1, 367
(1968).

probably has very uniform properties when averaged

along the boundary for distances equal to ).
The grain-boundary layer could be thought of as a

narrow (=100 A) film of index of refraction e' immersed

in a medium (single-crystal region) of index e. The
difference n' nm—ight be as much as 5% of e. However,
the fact that the wavelength is very much smaller than
the thickness of the boundary layer, r, will greatly
diminish the effect of this difference. For the high angles
of incidence on the grain boundary used in these studies,
a fraction of the incident light could be rejected off

the grain-boundary layer and in certain geometries out
of the light beam collected by the detector. This possi-
bility was explored experimentally by measuring spatial-
modulation spectra with several beam-detector geom-
etries, including geometries in which this "reQected"
light would be collected by the detector. Variation of
up to 10% in the magnitude of M/I and slight changes
in line shape were observed. Since dumog represents
orders-of-magnitude change, these results indicate that
this contribution to n scattering is small.

In the preceding discussion, we have tried to demon-
strate that scattering should be unimportant at the
wavelengths of interest based primarily on the fact
that A»v, d. Lack of definite information about
medium-angle grain-boundary structures makes it difB-
cult to give quantitative proof of this contention; never-
theless, we feel that the foregoing qualitative considera-
tions justify the neglect of a...«.

B. Possibility of Impurity Segregation

There is much experimental evidence that foreign
atoms segregate at line defects. CottrelP' has shown that
an impurity atom of radius different from that of the
host material can relieve stresses in the vicinity of a
dislocation. This interaction leads to a diffusion-limited
migration of impurity atoms causing the formation of a
"Cottrell atmosphere" of impurities in the region sur-
rounding the dislocation.

However, Allen and Smith'~ have pointed out that
in the case of a low-angle grain boundary ((1') this
interaction is less important. The cancellation effected
by the overlap of the compressional and dilational
regions around dislocations making up the low-angle
grain-boundary array means that the range and strength
of the interaction is much reduced. As pointed out
earlier, the simple edge-dislocation array model prob-
ably does not apply for the medium-angle germanium
grain boundaries examined in this study; nevertheless,
the formation of impurity atmospheres is likewise
attenuated because lattice disarray occurs only close
to the grain-boundary plane.

The numerous experimental studies cited at the
beginning of this article have repeatedly demonstrated

Ig A. H. Cottrell, Dislocations and Plastic Floe in Crystals
(Oxford University Press, London, 1953)."J.A. Allen and K. C. A. Smith, J. Electron 1, 439 (1956).
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that bicrystals doped with gallium, antimony, or copper
in concentrations from 10'4 to 10" atoms/cm' show no
dependence of grain-boundary electrical properties on
impurity type or density. Moreover, there is no evidence
of segregation of impurities in the vicinity of the grain-
boundary layer. An experiment which bears particularly
on this problem has been performed by Mueller. "By
means of accurate capacitance measurements and
analysis, he was able to measure the concentration of
dopant, N~, at the interfacial region between the grain-
boundary layer and the grain-boundary space-charge
layer for numerous bicrystals. The values of N& mea-
sured in this way agreed within experimental accuracy
with the values of N& obtained from resistivity measure-
ments on the single-crystal regions on either side of the
boundary. The agreement between these values of N~,
one measured at &100 A from the grain-boundary
plane and one characteristic of regions far from the
grain boundary, strongly supports the contention that
no excess accumulation of electrically active impurities
takes place in the vicinity of the grain boundary. On
the basis of this evidence, we feel that the bias-inde-
pendent optical absorption under discussion here cannot
be ascribed to the sects of impurity segregation at the
grain boundary.

C. Grain-Boundary Acceptor States

As pointed out earlier, the acceptor states have been
shown to be intrinsic to the grain-boundary layer by a
number of careful electrical measurements. If for the
moment we consider crystalhne germanium from the
tight-binding approximation, each atom contributes
four electrons to the bonding valence bands, of which
there are four, all normally completely filled. If intrinsic
acceptor states are to be formed (as at surfaces, grain
boundaries, or in amorphous structures), then they
must arise from electron levels or antibonding states
"perturbed" out of the normally empty conduction
bands.

Estimates from the electrical data give 10"-10"
Plied acceptor states per cm' of boundary area or
approximately 10"/cm' in the boundary layer. In terms

of doping with a shallow impurity, this concentration
corresponds to the heavily doped condition where an
impurity band near the band edge can usually be ob-
served optically. However, the temperature independ-
ence of the grain-boundary electrical properties strongly
implies that these acceptor states lie below or within
the tail on the valence band.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The technique herein called "spatial modulation"
has been developed and applied to the study of optical
absorption by medium-angle grain boundaries in n-type
germanium bicrystals. The energy range covered was
0.55—0.80 eV. This method should be applicable to the
study of optical absorption associated with any planar
or inhomogeneous structure in a solid provided careful
attention is paid to the effects of sample geometry and
surface preparation.

The grain-boundary absorption has been shown to be
composed of an electric-field-independent and an elec-
tric-field-dependent component. The field-independent
component comes from absorption within the narrow
grain-boundary layer (thickness less than 100 A). Its
characteristic "exponential" shape probably rejects
the sects of lattice disorder in this region. Grain-
boundary acceptor states may also contribute to the
optical density of states but their effect should be rela-
tively small. Since the problem of grain-boundary
structure at medium angles remains undetermined,
especially for covalent materials, no theoretical ex-
pression for the absorption coefBcient can be derived
for comparison with the data.

The field-dependent component is accounted for en-
tirely by indirect and direct electric-field-assisted transi-
tions in the grain-boundary space-charge layer (thick-
ness of the order of microns). Electrical modulation of
the grain-boundary absorption has yielded indirect and
direct transition spectra nearly identical to those already
observed in thick germanium p njunctio-ns.

In all these measurements the spectra obtained for
the 6'31' twist boundary was essentially indistinguish-
able from those obtained for tilt boundaries.


